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3 3 
Glasss Former in Confined 

Geometryy by X-ray 

Reflectivity y 

X-rayX-ray reflectometry was used to measure the temperature dependence of the thickness 

ofof ultrathin films of two low-molecular-weight glass formers [104J. In bulk samples, 

thisthis type of expansivity measurements reveals the presence of a glass transition by a 

suddensudden break of slope. We have observed a broadening of the glass transition in films 

thinnerthinner than roughly 150 A, indicating an inhomogeneous distribution of relaxation 

timestimes in these films. Our results are explained by confinement effects and interpreted 

inin the framework of a theoretical model based on the concept of collective dynamics 

overover a cooperative length.1 

lrThiss work have been performed in collaboration with Ph.D. student Nicolas R. de 

Souza a 
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3.11 Introduction 

Amongg the several existing theories on the glass transition, the theory introduced 

byy Adam and Gibbs [20] proposes the concept of cooperative motion. The idea 

off  a length scale for the cooperativity is easily associated to some sort of finite 

sizee effect (see Fig. 1.5). Indeed, the dynamics of glass-forming molecules should 

stronglyy be modified when they are confined in systems with a size of the same 

orderr of magnitude of the cooperative length. As a consequence, one expect changes 

inn macroscopic properties related to the dynamic behaviour of molecules, such as 

thee glass transition and the expansivity of the material. 

Wee have adopted thin films as confining geometry because this facilitates direct 

accesss to the system. One way to locate the glass transition temperature in a 

substancee is to detect the changing in a physical property such as the specific volume, 

enthalpy,, viscosity or refractive index, as a function of temperature T. We have 

chosenn to monitor the volume while scanning the temperature. The expansivity 

coefficientt a = d(ln V)/dT is essentially constant in both the liquid and glass phases 

butt with different values. The curve \nV(T) presents then two straight lines below 

andd above Tg and a break of slope at Tg. In the case of thin films we can only 

probee the out of plane expansion perpendicular to the substrate by monitoring the 

temperaturee dependence of the thickness h(T). The measured expansivity is then 

inn principle different from the three dimensional volume expansivity because we do 

nott take into account the in-plane expansion. However the temperature dependence 

off  the out-of-plane expansivity will show the same feature as that of the volume 

expansivity.. For the limited temperature range that we have used, we can consider 

thee thickness variation as linear in T and the expansion coefficient is then defined by 

aa = (l// i ) dh/dT. For h below ~100 nm, x-ray reflectometry is a suitable technique 

forr measuring film thicknesses. 

Inn thin films the expansion coefficient a has been observed to depend on the 

fil mm thickness. Former experiments [74, 75, 77, 79] have shown different a depen-

dencies,, qualitatively related to the sample-substrate interaction. Evaluation of the 

behaviourr of a can then give an indication on the strength of the interaction with 

thee substrate and its influence on the molecular dynamics at the interface. From 

thee temperature dependence of the expansivity, it is also possible to determine the 

widthh of the glass transition. It is simply the width of the temperature region in 

whichh a(T) changes from its values in the liquid and glass phases. 

Ass explained in the first Chapter, confinement effects (see Sec. 1.4.1) and in-

teractionn with the substrate (see Sec. 1.4.3) induce an inhomogeneous dynamics in 

thinn films. As a consequence, different parts of the film should have different aver-
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agee relaxation times, and therefore different glass transition temperatures, leading 

too a broadening of the glass transition of films observed as a whole. However such 

aa broadening has not been observed in most previous measurements of the glass 

transitionss of supported polymer films [73, 74, 75] and also not in free-standing films 

[64].. Only Kawana & Jones [70] found an increase of the glass transition width as 

thee film becomes thinner. The fact that this broadening is not observed in the very 

samee experiments, is explained by the presence at the free surface of a layer with a 

lowerr glass transition temperature. 

Noo clear evidence for a similar effect had ever been found in low-molecular-

weightt glass-formers. In this Chapter we present an experimental evidence of such 

aa broadening observed in the temperature dependence of the film expansivity with 

twoo low molecular weight materials. 

3.22 Experimental procedure 

3.2.11 X-ray reflectivity 

X-rayy diffraction is used since the '30s as a powerful technique to probe the structure 

off  condensed matter and lately also for soft condensed matter as polymers (for a 

revieww see [105]). The advantage of this sort of radiation is the high penetration 

depthh (several hundreds of A) and the good spatial resolution. 

Reflectivityy from interfaces 

Whenn x-ray radiation interacts with matter, it gets scattered by electrons present 

inn the material. This scattering is governed by Maxwell's equations. In the case 

off  an interface between two media, this scattering results in both a reflection and 

refractionn of the incident wave. The x-ray scattering by an interface was rigorously 

derivedd by Parrad already in the '50s [106] using Maxwell's equations to describe the 

interferencee between the incident and scattered waves. In the dynamical theory, a 

keyy property to describe the scattering of a wave incident on a flat interface between 

airr and a material, is the refractive index n of the material 

n=n=l-ol-o + i0=l-^p + i^ (3.1) 

wheree A is the wavelength of the x-rays, r0 is the classical electron radius (2.82 
5A),, p is the electron density in the material, and p, the mass absorption coeffi-

cientt of the medium. Typical values for <5 are on the order of 10"66 for low-molecular-

weightt solids and polymers. Values of (3 are usually 102-103 times smaller than S. 
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Figuree 3.1: Schematic representation for scattering geometry for reflection (rf) and 

refractionrefraction (rr) of an incident x-ray wave with incident angle 0a on a sharp and flat 

interfaceinterface between air and a material with refractive index nm. 

Therefore,, in first approximation, the imaginary part, describing the absorption of 

x-rayss by the material, can be neglected. Another assumption is that the scattering 

iss purely elastic with no change of the energy of the x-ray photons [105]. For x-rays, 

AA is on the order of 1 A which means that n is close to 1 (the value of n in vacuum). 

Att the interface between air (refractive index na = 1) and a material with 

refractivee index nm, assumed to be sharp and smooth, the incident angle 6a and the 

refractionn angle 0m (See Fig. 3.1) obey Snell's law 

nnmm cos 6m = na cos 9a =*  cos 6m = ( l / nm) cos 6a (3.2) ) 

Forr most materials 5 has positive value, thus nm < na = 1. This implies that, for a 

givenn wavelength A, there is a critical angle 6C of incidence below which the radiation 

experiencess total external reflection. Applying Eq 3.2 and excluding absorption, we 

havee cos 9C = 1 - S, which can be approximated for small angles to 6C = \/26. 6C is 

thuss directly dependent on the material's electron density. For 6 > 9C the incident 

x-rayy wave is both reflected and refracted. In a reflection geometry, the reflected 

wavee vector kr f is in the same plane as the incident wave vector k; and the normal 

too the surface z, and the detection angle is the same as the incident angle 6a. The 

wavee vector transfer for the reflection on the air side is defined as 

Qz.aa — ^ r f ^ i - (3.3) ) 

Sincee we assumed elastic scattering: |k;| = |kr f | = |k| and qz,a = 4f sin0a. The 

wavee vector transfer for the refracted wave qZ!m has a different length than qz,a 

becausee of the difference in electron density between the material and the air [105]: 

== QÏ,a - 47rP 
:«L L e e (3.4) ) 
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Figuree 3.2: Schematic representation for multiple reflections and refractions of x-

raysrays with incident angle 9a in a thin film of thickness h. 

Thee reflection coefficient for a sharp interface is given by 

__ Qz.a Qz.m 
Ta.mTa.m ~~ j 

Qz,aQz,a i <Zz,m 

andd the reflectivity of such an interface is given by the Fresnel equation 

(3.5) ) 

++  £\Qz,a) — ^a^m^a, 

11 - Jl - (qt/qZ) 

1-J1+1-J1+ {ql/qla) 
(3.6) ) 

Inn our experiments we have used thin supported films and in this case the reflec-

tionn at both the air-material interface and material-substrate interface have to be 

consideredd (see Fig. 3.2). For a slab model of a thin film of thickness h with uniform 

density,, and supported by an infinitely thick substrate, the Fresnel reflection coef-

ficientficient of the whole system takes into account the multiple reflections of the wave 

insidee the film 

rr aa,m,m + rm,s exp(2iqZiTnh) 
11 + ra,mrm,s exp(2iqz,mh)' 

andd the reflectivity becomes 

R{Qz,a) R{Qz,a) 
rr l,ml,m + rm,s + 2ra,TOrm,s cos(2q2,m/i) 

11 + rl mrm s +  2ra,mrm,s COs(2<?z,m/l ) 

(3.7) ) 

(3.8) ) 

wheree rTOiS is the reflection coefficient of the material-substrate interface. From 

Eq.. 3.8 we can already get some insight in the expected dependence of the reflectivity 

onn the wave vector transfer qz%a for qz,m > qc. R(qz,a) wil l vary as q~ â and present 

inn addition periodic oscillations known as Kiessig fringes. By differencing Eq. 3.8, it 
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cann be easily seen that the distance AqZM between minima yields the film thickness 

hh = ir/AqZf1n oc 7r/Aqz,a. Another important information is that the amplitude of 

thee oscillations depends on the contrast of density at both interfaces through the 

reflectivityy coefficients ra>m and rm^s of both interfaces. The larger the contrast, the 

largerr the oscillations. 

Roughness s 

Thee model used above applies only to flat surfaces while in reality interfaces are 

usuallyy rough. To take in account the surface roughness, the Fresnel reflectivity 

coefficientt given in Eq. 3.5 can be corrected with a Debye-Waller factor that as-

sumess a Gaussian distribution of the height deviation of the interface with respect 

too its mean position. For example the air-material interface will have a reflectivity 

coefficient t 

Qz,aQz,a ~ Qz,m I 1 / \2 1 /n ^ \ 
rr aa.m.m — ; e xp --qz,aqz,mWa,m) (3.9) 

Qz,aQz,a + qz,m \ * J 

wheree (cra,m)2 is the mean square deviation of the position of the interface. This 

iss equivalent to convolute the infinitely sharp interface profile with a smoothing 

functionn for the electron density profile versus the depth z. Taking in consideration 

thee roughness contribution for both interfaces has two main consequences for the 

reflectivity:: R{qẑ a) decays more rapidly than q~A
a and the amplitude of the Kiessig 

fringess becomes smoother at high qz,m. 

Experimentall  setup 

Thee reflectivity measurements were done in a specular geometry, schematically rep-

resentedd in Fig. 3.3. Measurements were performed on a Philips X'Pert MPD diffrac-

tometerr based on a Cu x-ray tube and equipped with a hot stage 2. The rotation 

anglee 6 of the sample is then varied while keeping it equal to half the rotation an-

glee 28 of the detector. Data were collected in the range 26 = 0.2 ° - 5 ° with a 

resolutionn of 20 mdeg (~250 points per spectrum). The signal was measured by 

photonn counting. The counting statistics of the reflectivity profile is a determining 

factorr for defining the quality of the data, thus it is important to have high counting 

ratee for every range of the spectrum. Specular scans span several decades of pho-

tonn intensities. To take in consideration the extreme differences in intensity of the 
2Wee thanks H. Schenk (University of Amsterdam) for use of his refiectometer and W. 

Mollemann and P. Verschuren for technical assistance. 
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Figuree 3.3: Schematic representation for specular geometry. During the scan the 

incidentincident and reflected angles are kept equal while rotating the sample. 

reflectedd x-rays at different 9 we attenuated the incident flux by mean of Plexiglas 

filters.. The scanned 9 range was then divided in four overlapping windows in which 

wee used different filter thicknesses. We constructed a master plot over the whole 9 

rangee by overlapping the data, starting from high 9. Background noise (relevant at 

highh 9) has been subtracted. 

Dataa analysis 

Thee most common way of analysing the measured reflectivity curves is to assume a 

modell  for the density profile of the sample, calculate the corresponding reflectivity 

curvess and then tune the model parameters in order to fit  the experimental curves. 

Wee adopted a three layer model: a semi-infinite air layer, a glassy material layer 

andd a semi-infinite quartz layer for the supporting substrate. For the fits (with the 

simulatedd annealing technique) we assumed uniform electron densities throughout 

thee three different layers. We kept the air and quartz layers density fixed (defined 

throughh the quantity l-Re(n)) and the adsorption (defined through Im(n)) and fitted 

thee rms roughnesses of the two interfaces, the film thickness and density. Moreover 

wee could also fit  the instrumental resolution, the overall scaling factor, the critical 

anglee 9C and the ratio between the offset of the substrate to the center of the beam 

andd the beam size itself. 

Modelingg and fitting of the experimental spectra were performed using the soft-

waree SPEEDO 3. The code is based on a non-linear least-square technique imple-

mentedd with a dynamically optimised Monte Carlo method [107] (so-called simulated 
3SPEEDOO was developed by Mike Knewston at the Department of Physics of Carnegie 

Mellonn University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA 
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annealing)) and leaves the freedom of using a variable number of layers for modeling 

thee experimental system, with several fitting parameters. To determine the quality 

off  the fitting of a x-ray profile with p number of data points, we used the \2 function 

xx,, i f^iR^A (310) 
II l 

wheree RLm and Ruc are the measured and calculated reflectivity for a given scat-

teringg vector qz, and o\ is the variance. Eq. 3.10 shows that the number of points 

pp (~250 in our spectra) is a key factor to reduce \2

3.2.22 Sample preparation 

Wee have used the glass-forming H-bonded materials shown in Fig. 2.1: compounds 

[A ]]  and [B] have a glass transition respectively at 78 °C and 106 °C as measured by 

DSCC at 20 Kmin"1 with Tg being defined as the onset of Cp change upon heating 

[91]. . 

Thee films we have studied were obtained by spin-coating, from solutions of the 

glasss forming materials in cyclopentanone with different concentrations, on fused 

quartzz plates. This method gives uniform films whose structure is quenched by the 

instantaneouss evaporation of the solvent. Thicknesses as spun ranging from 100 

AA to 1300 A were analysed. Films with thicknesses between a monolayer (30 A) 

andd 100 A presented dewetting upon heating [101]. After spin-coating, the films 

weree allowed to equilibrate by annealing at 130 °C for 90 min. The thinnest film 

off  compound [A] (thickness 99 A) was annealed at 110 °C because it dewets at 

higherr temperatures. Data for the expansivity measurements were collected upon 

approachingg and crossing Tg from above during the cooling cycle. During the whole 

experimentt the films were kept under inert atmosphere of nitrogen. 

Duee to the long time necessary for an x-ray spectrum to be collected, the cooling 

off  the sample occurred in steps. After each temperature step, the sample was first al-

lowedd to equilibrate for 40 minutes before the reflectivity was collected. The average 

coolingg rate was of 0.1 Kmin_1. We have chosen the smallest average temperature 

scanningg rate possible, giving a reasonable collection time and isothermal condition 

forr the data collection. It is important to note that in an out of equilibrium system, 

ass in the case of a glassy phase, the sample thermal history becomes important for 

thee reproducibility of the measurements. In experiments with a continuous scanning 

off  temperature, the width of the glass transition was found to depend mainly on the 

fragilityy of the substance [108], but it also decreases as the temperature scanning 

ratee decreases [109]. 
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Al ll  measured films were stable during temperature scanning. Good param-

eterss to evaluate the stability are the mean square roughnesses of the material-

substratee and air-material interface. The films presented the same rms roughness 

off  the material-substrate interface (~4.5 A) while the roughness of the free surface 

slightlyy varied from one film to the other (6-13 A) but remained constant for each 

filmm during the experiments. 

3.33 Results 

Typicall  x-ray reflectivity curves obtained with a 99 A thin film (as-spun) of com-

poundd [A] are shown in Fig. 3.4 for different temperatures during the temperature 

cycle.. The plots clearly show the Kiessig fringes. The distance between successive 

minimaa is inversely proportional to the film thickness. The amplitude of these peaks 

slightlyy decreases at high wave vector transfer qz due to roughness of the film inter-

faces.. A first shrinking of the film upon the first heating is clearly visible. It is due to 

thee equilibration of the structure quenched during the spin-coating. The reduction 

inn thickness is proportional to the initial thickness and is on average ~10 % for all 

thee analysed films of both materials. During the cooling procedure, the film further 

shrinkss but at a rate depending on temperature. The thermal behaviour of the ex-

pansivityy depends strongly on the temperature range under observation, whether it 

iss above or below the glass transition temperature. 

Thee temperature dependence of the film thickness h(T), obtained by fitting 

thee x-ray data, is shown in Fig. 3.5 for the 99 A, 136 A and 1308 A thick films 

off  compound [A] . Like all other films, they present a more or less constant slope 

off  h(T) at the highest and lowest temperatures, namely the liquid and glass re-

gions,, with a slope variation in the region around the bulk glass transition X^buik-

Inn the low temperature region, the thickness increases very weakly with temper-

ature.. Within experimental error, the expansivity coefficient for the glass phase 

«Glasss = (1/M d/i/dT seems independent of the film thickness. In the high tempera-

turee region, the expansivity coefficient for the liquid phase e*Liq is easily determined 

ass all samples present a high, almost constant increase of the thickness. Note that 

forr the thinnest film (as-spun thickness 99 A), the liquid phase is not yet reached at 

thee highest measurable temperature This implies that we can only determine a lower 

limi tt for the expansivity coefficient auq in the liquid phase and for the transition 

width. . 

Too evaluate QLiq we fitted the experimental variation of h(T) by a 'minimal' 

modell  assuming an exponential law for the expansivity a(T) between the plateaux 
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Figuree 3.4: Representative x-ray specular reflectivity curves for an initially 99 A 

thickthick film of compound [A] during a cooling cycle. Intensities are plotted vs. the wave 

vectorvector qz.a- For clarity, the curves are offset and plotted using every three data point 

inin the data set of each spectrum. From bottom to top: as spun at room temperature, 

110110 ° C, 90 °C, 70 °C, 30 °C. The solid lines represent the best fits as described in 

thethe text. Error bars are within point size. 

off  its extreme values «Liq and aciasŝ 

C*Li qq — »Glass 
a(T) a(T) «Glasss + 

11 + exp [2-g: 

h(T)h(T) = hcexp aaLiqLiqTT + A(aLi q - aGlass) log ( l + e 1 ^ ) ] (3.11) 

wheree Tm{ is the inflexion point of the exponential, A is the width parameter and 

hhcc is a constant. The model gives a fairly constant value for aciass = 0.8 -10-4 K _ 1. 

Wee observe a dependence of the expansion coefficient in the liquid phase with film 

thickness.. The values of «Liq as a function of film thickness for compound [A] are 

givenn in Tab. 3.1 and plotted in Fig. 3.6. Compound [B] presents the same trend 

ass compound [A] although the obtained values show more scatter. 

Thee data in Fig. 3.5 clearly shows a broadening of the glass transition with de-

creasingg thickness. In thick films the glass transition is restricted to a limited region 
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Figuree 3.5: Left: measured thickness versus temperature f or films of compound [A] . 

TheThe as-spun thicknesses were of 99 A (top), 136 A (middle) and 1308 A (bottom). 

SolidSolid lines represent the best fitting using Eq. 3.11. Right: corresponding dependence 

ofof a(T) deduced from the fit of the experimental data on the left, showing also how 

thethe width w of the transition is defined. 

whilee for thinner films it extends over several decades in temperature. To quantify 

thiss broadening, we have measured the width w of the glass transition as the width 

off  the temperature domain in which the expansivity a deviates by 5 % from its 

extremee values aUq and aGi ass (in between onset T_ and endpoint T+ in Fig. 3.5). 

Forr the thinnest film we took the endpoint as the highest temperature measured 
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hh as spun (A) 

98.755  0.09 

136.11  0.1 

299.99  0.2 

770.88  0.15 

1308.00  0.1 

w(K) w(K) 

>42 2 

59.55  5 

52.55 5 

29.55  2.5 

23.00 5 

^Liqq = (l/h)dh/dT-104{K-1) 

>26.6 6 

15.66  0.1 

11.522  0.06 

8.599  0.25 

6.033  0.22 

Tablee 3.1: Calculated width of the glass transition and thermal expansivity aLi q of 
thethe liquid phase for compound [A] . 

too estimate the lowest, possible value for w. The errors reported in Tab. 3.1 take 

intoo consideration the temperature resolution used for the collection protocol. The 

resultss for w(h) are plotted in Fig. 3.7 for compound [A] , confirming the trend seen 

inn Fig. 3.5. w(h) increases as the thickness decreases and all data points lie above 

thee width u>buik = 7K evaluated by measurement of the isobaric heat capacity Cp 

onn bulk samples with a cooling rate of 20 Kmin - 1. 

Thee evaluation of the glass transition temperature Tg needs a specific consider-
ation.. It can be mainly determined in three different ways: 

•• By the intersection of the straight parts of the h(T) plot corresponding to the 

glasss and liquid phase. This way, typically used in x-ray reflectivity or ellip-

sometryy experiments, is generally successful for data in which the temperature 

dependencee of the thickness in the liquid phase is clearly a straight line. This 

iss not the case for several films, making it impossible to evaluate Tg properly 

forr all films. 

•• By the onset temperature T_ at which a(T) starts deviating from aGiaSs, as 

oftenn used in calorimetric measurements with specific heat Cp . This method 

givess scattered data around the bulk value without a specific trend: Tg = 

T s b u l k . . 

•• By the inflexion point Tinf in Eq. 3.11, as also done in calorimetry measure

ment.. Except for the thinnest film (for which the liquid phase is not reached), 

thee obtained values remain within a few degrees equal to Tgbllik. 

So,, whatever the method we use, we find no clear dependence of Tg on film thickness. 

Iff Tg varies, it stays in the range [T3buik-10°C, Tgbu l k + 10°C]. 
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Figuree 3.6: Expansivity auq of compound [A] in the liquid phase vs. as-spun film 

thickness.thickness. The error bars are smaller than the symbol size (except for the thinnest 

filmfilm for which we can calculate a lower limit). The solid line is a fit with Eq. 3.12 

(see(see Sec. 3.4.1). 

3.44 Discussion and conclusion 

Ourr results allow us to draw several conclusions concerning the thickness dependence 

too the following properties of thin glass films: the expansivity in the liquid phase, 

thee width of the glass transition, and the location of the glass transition. In the 

following,, we discuss each of these aspects in comparison with results obtained in 

otherr systems and with predictions of a simple model. In Chap. 6, we will  compare 

thee macroscopic behaviour discussed in the present Chapter with the information 

onn the molecular dynamics obtained by dynamic second-harmonic generation. 

3.4.11 Expansivity coefficient of the liquid phase 

Thee measurements show that the expansivity coefficient of our system in the liq-

uidd phase decreases with increasing film thickness (see Fig. 3.6). Other research 

groupss have analysed the temperature dependence of the thermal expansion coef-

ficientficient of polymeric materials, finding contradictory results. Early experiments by 

Ortss et al. [75] using x-ray reflectivity on thin films of polystyrene (PS) supported 

byy an oxydised Si surface and kept in vacuum, showed no dependence of «Liq with 
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Figuree 3.7: Glass transition width w for compound [A] vs. the as-spun film thickness 

ho.ho. The dotted line represents the bulk value measured by DSC [91]. 

filmfilm  thickness. Later results [73, 74, 77, 110] on polymers having weak or strong 

interactionn with the solid substrate did show a dependence of cxuq on film thickness. 

Keddiee [73] used a stable hydrogen-passivate crystalline silicon substrate but con-

ductedd his ellipsometry measurements and thermal treatments in air. In this work 

theyy found an increasing expansivity for the liquid phase with decreasing thickness. 

Onn a similar system, but using x-ray reflectivity and analysing the sample in vac-

uum,, Wallace et al. observed the opposite effect: a decreasing expansivity for the 

liquidd with decreasing thickness [77]. They explained the diverging results by the 

differencee in the nature of the substrate: conducting the measurements in air, as 

Keddiee did, generates a silicon oxide layer which has a much smaller interaction 

withh the polymer chains than the hydrogen passivated Si. The fact that a strong 

interactionn of the polymer chain with the supporting substrate leads to a decrease 

off  the expansivity coefficient with decreasing film thickness, is confirmed by studies 

off  PMMA on passivated Si [74] (measured by neutron reflectivity under vacuum), 

wheree the effect was observed for both the melt and the glass, and by the behaviour 

off  poly(2)vinylpyridine on SiC>2 (measured by x-ray reflectivity under vacuum) [110]. 

Onn the other hand when the material-substrate interaction is weak like in the case 

off  PS on Si02 actually studied by Keddie [73], the expansivity coefficient for the 

liquidd phase increases with decreasing thickness. 
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Summarisingg these results, molecules having strong attractive interactions with 

thee substrate show a decrease of the thermal expansivity with decreasing film thick-

ness.. Conversely, systems presenting weak interactions with the substrate, exhibit 

thee opposite behaviour. As far as our low molecular weight glass-formers can be 

comparedd to polymeric materials, the fact that we have measured an increase of the 

expansivityy for the liquid phase for decreasing thickness, indicates that our systems 

aree comparable to the second situation, meaning that our molecules have littl e inter-

actionn with the fused quartz substrate. This is in agreement with previous dynamic 

measurementss on ultrathin films of compound [B] . Monolayers exhibited a measur-

ablee dynamics even at 90 °C below the bulk Tg while increasing the film thickness led 

too an exponential increase of the relaxation time [58]. This shows that the slowing 

downn of the molecular dynamics due to the interaction with the wall is significantly 

smallerr than the slowing down due to the presence of the surrounding glass-former 

molecules.. As a consequence of the above, in terms of molecular dynamics, at least 

inn first approximation, we only need to take into account confinement effects and we 

cann use a symmetric model of thin films as in the case of freely suspended films. 

Thee t*Liq(h) dependence in Fig. 3.6 can be fitted with a scaling law: 

auq{h)auq{h) = öLiqoo + -r (3-12) 

withh aLiqoo = 4.9 TO- 4 K" 1 and C = 0.19 AR - 1 . Scaling laws inversely proportional 

too the size of the system, are often found in systems involving finite size effects, 

suchh as clusters [111]. In first approximation Eq. 3.12 describes pretty well the 

experimentall  behaviour though more data would be required to evaluate with more 

precisionn the dependence law for ctuq{h). 

Thee question arises why aLi q increases when the thickness h decreases in glass-

formersformers with small interactions with the supporting substrate. There is unfortunately 

noo model allowing to relate the dependence of aLiq on h with the behaviour of the 

moleculess inside the films. We can only say that the fact that for small h, auq is 

differentt than the bulk value means that the obtained liquid state in the thin film is 

differentt that the bulk liquid state, at least in part of the film. For normal liquids, 

wee would actually expect such size effects to appear at much smaller thicknesses. 

Howeverr our measurements are limited to a small temperature range above Tg in 

whichh the behaviour of the liquid phase starts changing towards that of a glass. 

Wee can however remark that the influence of the interaction with the substrate on 

ttLiq(h)ttLiq(h) corresponds to the intuitive expectation. In systems with a strong interaction 

withh the supporting substrate, the overall dynamics of the system is slowed down 

withh respect to that in bulk (see Sec. 1.4.3, so the system has a more "glassy" 
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characterr than bulk. Conversely, system with littl e interaction with the substrate 

havee a dynamics corresponding to a bulk liquid at a higher temperature, at least at 

thee interface of the film. This leads to a larger value of Quq(h) than in bulk. 

Finally,, we emphasize that in the above discussion, the qualification of "strong" 

orr "weak" interactions of the molecules with substrate is actually relative to the 

strengthh of the intermolecular interaction. In Chap. 5, we will see that in a system in 

whichh the intermolecular interactions are weaker, namely an ordinary liquid crystal, 

thee effect of the interactions with the substrate become important in the dynamics 

off  the system. 

3.4.22 Width of the glass transition 

Thee expected inhomogeneity of the molecular mobility in films should intuitively 

havee some consequences for the glass transition: different parts of the film should 

havee different average relaxation times, and therefore fall out of equilibrium at dif-

ferentt temperatures, leading to a broadening of the glass transition of films observed 

ass a whole. Our experimental data clearly show such a behaviour when the film 

thicknesss decreases (see Fig. 3.7). To our knowledge this is the only evidence of such 

broadeningg report so far in films of low-molecular-weight glass-formers. For poly-

mers,, the only report of an increase of the glass transition width as films become 

thinnerr is that of Kawana and Jones about supported polystyrene films [70]. To 

determinee the transition width, they plotted the ratio a(T)/aLiq and determined 

thee onset T+ and the endpoint T_ of the temperature domain in which a(T) varies 

abruptlyy between the nearly constant values in the liquid and the glass phases. They 

mainlyy found a decrease of the endpoint T_ and a small increase of the onset T+. 

Forr a film thickness of 100 A, (T+ - T_) becomes approximately 60 °C, which is 

closee to the width we found at this thickness. However in our case, the average of 

thee onset and endpoint does not vary much with film thickness. This is probably 

duee to the fact that in our case the glass transition temperature varies littl e with 

filmfilm  thickness while in supported polystyrene film Tg decreases by about 30 °C for 

aa 100 A-thick film. Kawana and Jones explained their results in the framework of a 

three-layerr model with a layer with an increased mobility at the free surface and a 

layerr with reduced mobility at the interface with the substrate [70, 112]. 

Layerr models have also been used to explain the broadening of the distribution of 

thee relaxation times observed with dielectric spectroscopy in low-molecular-weight 

glass-formerss confined in pores [82]. However these models are not realistic since 

theyy imply an abrupt change in mobility at the interface between the different layers. 

Modelss with a continuous variation of the mobility should be more suitable [66]. 
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Soo to interpret the broadening of the glass transition that we have observed 

experimentally,, the expected variation of the relaxation time r(z) across films of 

differentt thicknesses h can be calculated using the theoretical model developed by 

Jeromee [113] and based on the idea that the dynamics of glass-formers is collective 

overr the length scale £. This characteristic length £ can be seen as the radius of 

aa collectively rearranging region. If this region is in the bulk, the characteristic 

relaxationn time of this region is 

rr = T0 exp [o/̂ iVoo] (3.13) 

wheree To is a constant, Nx is the number of molecules in the region and a'  ̂ is a 

factorr inversely varying with the mobility of the molecules. 

Whenn the glass forming material is confined in a thin film, molecules do not have 

thee same surrounding across the film: both the mobility factor a' and the number 

off  molecules in a cooperatively rearranging region depend on the distance from the 

interface.. In the model of Jerome, the relaxation time r(z), is a continuous function 

givenn by: 

T(Z)T(Z) = r0 exp 
Jv(z) Jv(z) 

(3.14) ) 

wheree the integral is taken over the collectively rearranging region V{z) located 

withinn a radius £ around the molecule considered positioned in z. n(Z) is the number 

off  molecules in volume V(z) at a distance Z from the surface. The local mobility 

factorr a' (z) is proportional to the bulk value a'  ̂ and to the effective number of 

moleculess N(z) present in V(z) compared to the number of molecules N  ̂ present 

inn a cooperatively rearranging region located in bulk: 

" ' ( * ) == « « ^ (3.15) 

Thee resulting dependence of the relaxation time r as a function of position z 

andd film thickness h is shown in Fig. 3.8. The relaxation time is presented in terms 

of f 

TizM^^N^)-TizM^^N^)-11^^^^^  ̂ (3.16) 

whichh is mainly the logarithm of the relaxation time normalised by the bulk value. 

Inn Fig. 3.8 the distances are normalised to £. 2z/h = 0 corresponds to the center of 

thee film and 2z/h =  1 to the interfaces. From this plot we can draw the following 

conclusionss regarding the inhomogeneity of the film: 
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Figuree 3.8: Normalised logarithm of the relaxation time T(z,h) vs. normalised 

positionposition 2z/h for different thicknesses. 

•• For h ^> £, the calculations show that the dynamics is uniform across the film, 

exceptt for a thin region close to the surfaces: the glass transition of the film 

shouldd then be as sharp as in bulk. 

•• As h decreases towards £, the dynamics becomes more and more inhomoge-

neouss and one expects the glass transition to become wider. 

•• For h < £, the dynamics is predicted to become homogeneous again but with a 

relaxationn time distribution centered at shorter times, then the glass transition 

shouldd sharpen again but take place at a lower temperature. 

Thee experimental data are in good agreement with this model since the glass 

transitionn exhibits a widening as the thickness h decreases. The wide transition 

presentedd by the thinnest analysed films suggests that even these films have a thick

nesss larger than £. We can therefore speculate that the cooperative length £, at 

temperaturess around the glass transition, should be below 100 A for our systems. 

Inn principle, we expect the glass transition to sharpen again, as the films become 

thinn enough. Unfortunately this prediction cannot be verified on our experimental 

systemm due to the instability of thinner films. Moreover, it could happen that for 

thiss sharpening to be observed (e.g. with h ~ £/3), the system should be confined 

too dimensions below the molecular size. 

!! / / y ^ ^  ̂ / J = 2 ^ ^ \ 

/ / // / 

J/7J/7 h=% 

h=2l/3 h=2l/3 

h=fy3 h=fy3 

\ A X / 77 = 54 -

^~^~^-~~^ ^~^~^-~~^ 

• • 
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3.4.33 Location of the glass transition 

InIn the thin films of our materials, we found no clear indications of glass transition 

temperaturee depression with respect to its bulk value. There are two explanations 

forr this. The first one is that we cannot determine the glass transition with enough 

precisionn from our data. The second one is that the deviation we can actually expect 

iss rather small. Considering that the interaction of our molecules with the substrate 

iss small (see Sec. 3.4.1), we expect a decrease of Tg when the thickness decreases. The 

largestt decrease of Tg reported in the literature was observed with ortho-terphenyl in 

poress with a diameter of 40 A [72]. With our system, we can only study films with a 

thicknesss larger than 100 A. Moreover, our films are only confined in one dimension, 

whilee pores are confined in two dimensions, and it is known that the change in glass 

transitionn temperature is larger if the system is confined in more dimensions (see 

Chap.. 1). 

Sincee the model presented in the previous Section gives only relative values for 

(r)) through the normalised quantity T (Eq. 3.16), it is very difficult to make any 

predictionss of the glass transition temperature Tg from the results shown in Fig. 3.8. 

Qualitatively,, the model predicts a decrease of Tg as the thickness decreases. How-

ever,, we cannot calculate by how much and below which thickness we should observe 

thiss decrease. So we cannot compare our experimental results with predictions con-

cerningg Tg. 




